
SFD20 - VAST Data

VAST Data: 18 Months Later

*Renen Hallak (https://www.linkedin.com/in/renenh) - Company Update

100s of PB Delivered over the last 18 months

Fast Growing Storage infrastructure company in history
17 months from GA to $1B+ Valuation

Building the next great independent company 

*Renen - Architectures
Shared Nothing Architectures
A Scale Out Node

“Complexity is the enemy of scale out”

No size fits



Data movement between nodes reduces performance [screenshot]

Write caching is Dangerous
Battery backup issues, etc



Cache coherency doesn’t scale

Server Failures create data rebuild events
The more capacity you put behind each node, the bigger risk you take



Algorithmic Tradeoffs

How do we fix this?
Disaggregation - the next level beyond hyper-converged

Disaggregation is not enough



Shared Everything
If all your SSDs are shared, why do you want to paint them in a certain node’s 
colour?

Stateless Nodes - Cattle not pets



No Cross Talk - Linear Scale

CPU Pooling - True Workload Isolation



A Step Function Gain in Resilience

Ideal for containerised, SW-defined services



Asymmetric growth and long-term flexibility

Market is scale out file and object
Starting in PB range

Economies of Scale

A single, exabyte scale compression dictionary



A massive write buffer to save flash endurance

Enables wide stripes (2.5%) 

Data reduction - data placement - data protection 



Storage tiering is complicated - it doesn’t work for new workloads

Low cost flash breaks the fundamental tradeoff

The virtuous cycle of consolidation - amortise flash endurance and storage 
performance
Endurance is amortised - P/E cycles unused by the archive can be applied to 
transactional I/O
Performance is maximised - more flash results in more performance

Disaggregated, Shared Everything
- one platform for all data - exabyte scale
- infrastructure to consolidate apps on - QoS via pools
- highly resilient to enhance uptime - superior to clusters of shared nothing systems
- one tier to rule the all - economies to democratise flash for all data

*Howard Marks
Learnings Since Launch
Clean design simplifies execution
- VAST isn’t anyone’s first rodeo
- Those arrows taught valuable lessons
- DASE eliminated complex bits
-- cache management (coherency, eviction, power protection)
-- ownership
- Large Optane buffer = time (better reduction, wider stripes)

MVP
Enterprise feature build out
Data intelligence

IBM Spectrum [screenshot]



Element Store All the Way Down
Integrate data protection, data reduction, etc, with V-Tree metadata
Sharing globalises
- metadata
- locks
- Flash management
- reductio metadata

Global data reduction

Disaggregating SW and HW development
More features need more CPU:
But CPUs have been fixed
Add Encryption
- SEDs - boost cost, create lock-in
- Add encrypting SmartNIC
- Time with model change for more CPU

VAST more CPU = More VAST Servers

Result: Faster. Feature development 



Node failover and SMB
Resilient SMB

Similarity-based data reduction in practice

Server pools for QoS - The demo

Snap to S3

Customer Story

Embarrassingly Parallel Scalability



*Jeff Denworth - AI at Lightspeed
A universal storage platform that democratises flash for all data - to enable the 
application of AI across all the world’s information

“Shadow AI Options” 

A Simple NFS experience enhanced with
- GPUDirect Storage (GDS)
- RDMA and Multi-pathing
- NUMA Aware I/O with HA

DGX-2 Benchmarking

Universal Storage Bridges Application Eras

Coming Soon “LightSpeed”


